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N spite of its mountains the northwestern coast of the United States is well suited to the development of active maritime life. The lower course of the Columbia River, on one side, Juan de Fuca Strait and Puget Sound, on the other, allow ships to pass behind the coast ranges into the longitudinal depression beyond, which is one of the most striking features of the Pacific slope. Owing to this configuration, ports in free communication with the ocean have been established far inland: in the Puget Sound region Seattle is 150 miles and Tacoma 170 miles from the sea, while Portland is 105 miles from the mouth of the Columbia.
These names mean little to European minds; California, Alaska and the Klondike, on account of the renown of their gold-fields, seem to have turned away attention from the intermediate parts of the Pacific coast. The traveler is surprised to find these cities as thickly populated as our French ports of Brest or Bordeaux. In this respect Seattle produces a deep impression when viewed at night for the first time from the top of the stately building which is the principal hotel of the place. With the still vivid picture in one's mind of the endless tracts of lonely land traversed during the day, of the
* This paper has also been published, in French, in the Annales de GSographie, Vol. 22, 1913, pp. 160-171.
i Principal works consulted: Jos. Shafer: History of the Pacific Northwest, MaemiUan, New York, 1905, 16mo; Major-General A. W. Greely: Handbook of Alaska, Fisher TTnwin, London, 1909, 8vo; Virgil S. Bogue: Report of the Municipal Plans Commission . . . , Lowman & Hanford Co., Seattle, 1911, 4to; English consular reports, especially No. 4968, July, 1912; bulletins and publications of the Chambers of Commerce of Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, etc. For information furnished him the author is especially indebted to the American Chamber of Commerce in Paris, to the secretaries of the Chambers of Commerce of the Northwest, above all to Mr. £. H. Mattison, Seattle, and to the T7. 8. Forest Service.
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